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14.  Imperial award to the wife of the Prince of the First Rank 

M： With a mix of the Han Chinese and Manchu language, this must be something 

from the Qing dynasty! 
 

F： Brilliant! This is an Imperial award, given by Jiaqing Emperor of the Qing dynasty. 

The Qing dynasty developed a strict hierarchy system for the clans. Jiaqing Emperor 
honoured his second son, Mianning, the noble title “Prince of the First Rank”. His 
second wife and primary consort, Lady Donggiya, was given a four-page golden 
imperial award. 
 

M： Mianning had two wives? 

 

F： Yes. His first wife died young. He later married Lady Donggiya as his second wife 

and primary consort. Mianning later became the emperor and was called the 
Daoguang emperor. Lady Donggiya was promoted to empress. 
 
M： What is usually written in the golden book awarded by the emperor? 

 

F： It was words of praise that glorify how good a person is to comply with the 

system of rites at that time. For example, it may say that the lady is kind-hearted, 
gentle and demure. It may also praise her for her filial piety to her elders, support for 
her husband, and exemplary behaviour, following the rules of etiquette. 
 

M： It sounds like women living in the imperial court were the same as other 

women. Their most important duty was to support their husbands and bring up their 
children. No wonder they always said, “Women are to take care of the family while 
men are to work outside”. 
 

F： Things are entirely different in Hong Kong now. 

 

M： Yeah. Lots of the executives and colleagues in my company are women. And my 

mum is the one who is in charge of the family. 


